OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES
315 WEST MAIN STREET, SUITE 441
PO BOX 7800
TAVARES FL 32778-7800

PHONE: (352) 343-9839
FAX:
(352) 343-9473

ADDENDUM NO. 2
Date: September 11, 2019
Request for Statement of Qualifications (RSQ) 20-0901
CR 455 Design
It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure their receipt of all addenda, and to clearly acknowledge all
addenda within their initial bid or proposal response. Acknowledgement may be confirmed either by
inclusion of a signed copy of this addendum with their response by completion and/or return of the
addendum acknowledgement section of the solicitation. Failure to acknowledge each addendum may
prevent the bid or proposal from being considered for award.
This addendum DOES NOT change the date for receipt of bids.
Questions/Answers:
Q1. If we are needing more lines for the Team Composition Form for both our role and sub-consultant’s
roles, should we submit another sheet? Or does the excel workbook need to be unlocked?
A1. If needed, submit an additional form.
Q2. In the proposal Section 2, Tab 2, Attachment 2, do the projects within the last three years have to
be designed within the last three years or does construction have to be completed in the last three years?
If so, is that only for three projects or for all five projects that are allowed to be provided?
A2. Projects must have been designed within the last three years. Also, the solicitation requires at least
three verifiable references, but firms can submit up to five references if they prefer.
Q3. Can you forward any and all environmental reports associated with the previously completed PDE
Study on CR 455?
A3. A preliminary engineering report for CR 455 (Hartle Road) Extension from Hartwood Marsh Road
to SR 50 was created in January of 2007. This report has been added to the website as Exhibit G for
your review and records.
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